
Job description

4ocean is a high-growth movement driving environmental change globally.
The success and quality of our brand are attributed to the talent of our
people, which is why we hire leaders and innovators, not employees or staff.
We’re seeking a smart, driven, authentic Supply Chain Intern to join our
operations team.

Overview

As a 4ocean Supply Chain Intern, you’ll have the opportunity to be involved
in start to finish distribution center operations. You will help support both
physical and systemic operations, from order creation through shipping.

Responsibilities

● Support day to day fulfillment operations. (picking, packing,
replenishment, receiving, returns, assembly, inventory and data
management)

● Work within various software platforms to ensure smooth transition of
data from order creation to shipping.

● Exposure of start to finish physical and systemic distribution center
operations.

● Create reports to present pick/pack rates and plan labor based on
volume.

● Create plans for special assembly projects and track progress..

● Work with transportation to gather shipping quotes and reconcile
expenses

● Work with management to uncover root cause and plan solutions for;
fulfillment errors, lost shipments, inventory discrepancies, etc.

● Find opportunities for improving efficiency, create plans for
implementing new processes.

● Work to implement new projects; pick lane re-design, labeling, cycle
counts, product flow, etc.



● Learn to solve mapping issues that prevent orders or items from being
transmitted automatically.

● Pulling data from various platforms in order to confirm inventory qty,
orders, items, locations, etc.

Qualifications

● 6+ months of data entry experience

● High School Diploma / GED

● Computer savvy

● Microsoft Office/Suite proficient ( Excel, Word, etc.)

● Solid problem solving and time management skills

● Great interpersonal skills

● Excellent communication skills (written and verbal)

● Strong attention to detail

● Highly organized

It is also super important that all 4ocean crew members naturally live and
embrace our core values:

● Ocean first

● Be transparent

● Nudge, don't judge

● Small acts add up

● We're all in this together

● Move fast

● Think Bigger

● Be an owner



About 4ocean

4ocean is a mission-driven for-profit business, dedicated to removing trash
from our oceans and coastlines while inspiring individuals to work together
for cleaner oceans.

Founded In 2017, 4ocean was created with the mission to sell a product that
would enable the company to fund a worldwide cleanup initiative. This is how
our first product, the 4ocean bracelet, was born. Made from recycled
materials, every bracelet purchased funds the removal of one pound of trash
from the ocean and coastlines. In only five years, we have sold enough
bracelets & other products to enable us to pull over 20 million pounds of trash
from the ocean.

Bracelet sales are just the beginning. We are building an assortment of high
quality, sustainably made products that will help people reduce their
dependence on single-use plastic, reuse the materials we collect from the
ocean, offer plastic offsets, and celebrate the 4ocean brand and
ocean-conscious lifestyle.

Beyond our products, we combat the ocean plastic crisis through advocacy,
cleanups, influence, and education. Our ocean clean-up operations, currently
in the US, Haiti, Guatemala and Indonesia, are meticulously documented and
audited for transparency, and are regularly expanding to new locations and
deploying new clean-up technologies. Our operations employ several
hundred people around the world, pulling trash seven days a week.

Together, we can end the Ocean Plastic Crisis


